24 dec. '29 j	RES6LUT IONS
repeat the memorable words of that great departed patriot, Lala Lajpat Rai, uttered
when presiding at the provincial Hindu Conference held at Etawahjn October 1928^:
"In the matter of communal representation, tfie Hindus have accepted the recommen-
dations of the Nehru Report as the maximum of what they can swallow. They shall
not be a party to any tampering1 with the same. Retention of separate electorate ^ is
altogether out of the question/' They were convinced that it would not be in the in-
terest of the country to go further and they should frankly and unequivocally say that
any attempt to go further would not only leave them cold, but might make them hos-
tile to the report
If the Nehru Report was touched again with a view to further revision, the Maha
Sabha would be no party to it whatever. He would ask those who were in haste to
purchase Muslim agreement at any cost, to note that the announcement for a Round
Table Conference had come and the necessity for a declaration of it had been feif by
Government on account of the inherent righteousness of the country's cause and as-
a result of the pressure of Hindu agitation, in spite of the fact that many Muslims had
practically gone put of the Congress. He would request all those political parties
that were working for the attainment of Swaraj* to stand firm and, unbending on the
rock-bed of true nationalism and carry on the struggle relying completely upon
their own strength and the voluntary co-operation of all.	t
The President continuing observed that the Maha Sabha was vehemently opposed
to the Moslem proposal for the immediate separation of Sindh because it had been,
conceived in the spirit of dividing India into Hindu India and Moslem India, though it
was prepared to consider the scheme, if need be, for the general reorganisation of the
the provinces in India, with a view to securing administrative convenience.	• -
The President then dealt with the necessity of Sangathan amongst Hindus. He
advocated the necessity of Suddhi, protection of'Hindu widows .and orphans, removal
of various social evils and untouchability and the establishment of Ak&aras.
r *   *
Resolutions
The second day's proceedings of the Conference commenced on the 24th. December
when It passed the following resolutions :—
-1	,	F	til
The first resolution conveyed a message of heartfelt condolence to the Ne&a,l
Government on the Maharaja Chandra Samsher Jung Bahadur's death and congra-
tulated the Maharaja Bhim Samsher Jung Bahadur on his appointment as the Prime
Minister of Nepal.
The second resolution recommended the release of Barrister Savarker who. ha-d
already served his full term of imprisonment, but was still under detention. , ., -
-The third resolution requested the Government to include cases of tho'se cofovic'feo!
in connection with Hindu-Moslem disturbances while considering- the. grant' of
amnesty to political prisoners as demanded by the leaders in the Delhi Manifesto.
The fourth resolution about the Round Table Conference ran as follows :—"This
Conference hopes that if and when the proposal for a Round Table Conference
raaterialises, the Hindu Mahasabha representing^ as it does, trie largest and most,
Muential community in the country from'every point of view, will be invited,, to,,
choose its own representatives in the measure of its importance. '	v ,, ,,
Another resolution emphatically repudiated the Muslim demand for separation
of Sindh.
Resolutions, advocating Shudhi, Sangathan, removal of • untouchability, : cow
protection, starting of Akharas with facilities for military drill, establishment of a
missionary band of workers, and the introduction' of congregational prayers were
also passed. The conference then dispersed.	•	r
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